
Nationwide Print are a family-run printer that has been
in business for over 70 years. The inspiration for the
solar array came from attending a Green Foundation
seminar at the Eden Project 3 years ago.

The Green Foundation creates relationships to help
businesses embed sustainable thinking into their
operations and business decisions. The aim is to tackle
the triple bottom line; people, planet and profit. The
Green Foundation gathers ideas and best practice for
businesses to implement in order to get the balance
right.

The skills gained from this event contributed to
Nationwide Print being awarded ‘SME Printing
Company of the Year’, the highest accolade in UK print
at the nation’s Print Week Awards, 2014.

Printing Power
Case Study of a Solar Powered Business

“We are in conversations to install a further
17.5kWp to increase our generation to 47.5kWp.
This will cover all our annual consumption, making
us 100% powered by solar energy” Julian Hoking,
Nationwide Print.

The installation was very straight forward, taking
approximately one week to complete and
commission with ‘absolutely no teething problems’.
The Feed-in Tariff received goes straight into paying
off the loan for the initial capital outlay. At current
generation rates the payback is set to be
approximately 4 years.

The idea to install a large solar array on the roof was
a ‘great decision’ that Julian would recommend to
anyone. He warned against rushing into an
investment without doing a little homework into the
roof structure and installer history but believes it is a
worthwhile investment for any business.

www.nationwideprint.co.uk

Solar Extensions (Protected Tariffs)

Nationwide Print are looking to expand the original
installed solar capacity in order to cover 100% of their
electricity demand.

Since the original solar power system was registered
for the Feed-in tariff, the rate for new installations
has reduced. Once commissioned and registered, the
new 17.5kWp solar extension will attract the current
Feed-in tariff rate offered by the Government,
without having any affect on the existing tariff
agreement. This is the same for anyone considering
adding more solar to an existing system.

Having started out a sceptic, Julian Hoking, 
Managing Director of Nationwide Print, 
couldn’t be happier with the company’s 30kWp 
photovoltaic system after 3 years of smooth, 
renewable, energy generation.

Julian describes the system as of ‘multifaceted benefit’ to
the company. ‘It has done everything it said it would’.

Firstly, their impact on the environment has been
improved by reducing the company’s consumption of
electricity generated by fossil-fuel power plants.

Secondly, it secures a low cost of electricity for the
business into the future. The price of electricity from the
grid is always going to increase but the solar array on the
newly refurbished, energy-efficient roof guarantees ‘free’
electricity for a minimum of 25 years.

Thirdly, it is a brilliant marketing tool. Nationwide Print
leverage a lot of marketing prowess around their solar
array. The company’s solar credentials are shouted about
in all adverts and publications, making them distinct from
other printers.
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